GUIDELINES FOR COMPULSORY RESIDENT SPECIALIST POSTINGS FOR
POSTGRADUATES
1. The candidates must download the application form from the DME
website http://dme.ap.nic.in and get it attested by the Principal. They
must submit 3 copies of the attested application forms at the time of
counseling and must be physically present.
2. The venue of counseling :
Gandhi Medical College, Secunderabad
3. Counseling will be on the following days
Subject
Clinical
(Medical
and
Specialties)
Non- Clinical Specialties
Clinical
(Surgical
Specialties)

and

Allied

Date
13.12.2013

Allied 13.12.2013

Time
10.30 AM

2.00 PM

4. The candidates who have not been given any postings only have to attend
the counseling.
5. Counseling will be subject wise -Degree first Diploma’s next followed by
PG’s who did not clear the exam.
6. Merit scored in the PG theory examination will be the criteria for giving
postings during counseling. In case more than one candidate is having
the same marks, Date of Birth will be taken into consideration. The elder
person shall get first preference. In case date of birth is also the same,
decision will be by toss of coin. Hundred point roster shall be followed
subject wise. The postings shall be area wise – OU/SVU/AU. (Local +
Non Local)
7. In case there are no available positions in one area, the Postgraduates
shall be posted to areas where ever they are available.
8. Those PGs who have not cleared the exam are also eligible for the
postings.
9. Candidates are requested to come to counseling with order of
Dr.NTRUHS PG selection Copy.
10. The candidates are instructed that they may have to stay an extra day if
the counseling for their subject is not completed on that particular day.
11. Though the postings shall be as per counseling and the matrix displayed
to a large extent, they shall be changed by the concerned authorities as
per the needs of the hospital under their control.
12. The conditions shall be applicable to all the candidates of all the PG
courses of Government Medical and Dental Colleges as well as Private,
Minority Medical and Dental Institutions as per G.O.Ms.No.107 dated
18.07.2013.
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